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FOREWORD 

Ihe authority to use deadly force is the most critical responsibility that 
will ever be placed on a police officer. No other single official has the 
right and the immediate means to lawfully take another's life. The respon
sibility of the police administrator, the jurisdiction, and the state, to 
control the police officer's authority is likewise awesome. 

The consequences of a decision to use deadly force are not reversible after 
the fact; they are final. No court of competent jurisdiction or administra
tive tribunal can ever reverse the decision. In a like manner, a decision 
not to use deadly force can also mean finality. A hesitation or conscious 
decision on the part of the police officer could very well result in the 
death of the officer or another person the officer is sworn to safeguard. 
These are decisions un.like any other ~Yhich are required by our society. 

The police administrator must promulgate use of deadly force policy that 
will provide sufficient protection to hills officers, provide officers with 
guidance, yet allow for just the correct level of discretion, provide all 
citizens with an assurance of safety, and provide all persons with the 
guarantees granted to them by the Constitution of the United States. The 
development of such a policy must be undertaken, but only after extensive 
research. 

The purpose of this study is to provide the police administrator with 
sufficient research to identify the factors surrounding the use of deadly 
force in law enforcement, determine how these factors interrelate, and 
develop "model" policy guidelines and procedural techniques which could 
possibly lead to a reduction of citizen and police officer deaths. The 
study does not attempt to restrict police officers from protecting themselves 
and the lives of others. The study primarily addresses those justifiable 
homicides that may be prevented through the adoption of new policy, training, 
equipment, and techniques. 

It is my sincere hope that this report will in some way contribute to our 
abilities to protect our police officers and the citizens they serve. 

Norman Darwick 
Executive Director 
International Association of 

Chiefs of Police 
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INTRODUCTION 

This Executive Summary provides an overview of A Balance of Forces, a 
report on an 18-month stcdy of the police use of deadly force. The report 
has a simple thesis-that the frequency of "justifiable homi~ide"l by police 
officers is related to the level of crime and violence in a community. No 
implication is made here that abuse or unjustified violence by police of
ficers should be accepted as part of a community's cycle of violence~ 
Further, no suggestion is made that "justifiable" homicides cannot be con
trolled. Indeed, the full report and this Summary contain model policy 
guidelines which were developed with one objective in mind, to assist 
police executives to exert maximum control over the use of deadly force 
by officers in an effort to reduce the rate of justifiable homicide. 

A Balance of Forces is a research report of the circumstances sur
rounding "justifiable homicides"~by the police in 57 United States cities2 
during the period 1970-79. The study examines a most controversial and 
complex issue--the use of deadly force by the police. At the center of 
this complex issue stands the individual police officer who in his actions 
is expected to balance concepts that can conflict in practice, including: 
the rights of the police to protect their own lives; their duty to protect 
the lives of third parties; the legislated responsibility to suppress com
munity violence, to reduce crime, and to provide for the security of all 
people by means which are both reasonable and necessary. These rights, 
duties, and powers must be balanced with the constitutional right of in
dividual liberty; the right of every citizen to be protected by the police; 
and the constitutional right of every citizen to be presumed innocent of 
crime until proven otherwise by a jury of peers in a court of competent 
jurisdiction. Additional factors that serve to obscure a simple answer 
to the questions surrounding the deadly force issue include differing 
judicial rulings and legal opinions; community group pressures; executive 
policies and preferences; and individual officer perceptions, fears, 
education, training, and va.lue systems. 

While the authority to use deadly force is among the most burdensome 
responsibilities placed on individual officers, the obligation of the 
police administrator, the jurisdiction, and the state to control the police 
officer's authority to use deadly force is equally important. The police 
administrator must promulgate use of deadly force policy and procedure that 
will provide officers sufficierlt latitude for self-protection and adequate 
guidance for the exercise of a realistic level of discretion. Further, the 
chief administrator must provide all citizens with an assurance of safety 

1 "Justifiable homicide" has been defined by the FBI as the "killing of a 
felon by a peace officer in the line of duty," FBI, Uniform Crime Reporting 
Handbook (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice, 1979). 

20n the premise that a significant number of law enforcement-related 
homicides occur within the urban areas, this study focuses on the 57 police 
agencies serving urban areas having a population of 250,000 or more. 
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:it~~:~~~t!~a~~:~::.Ofp~~~C;u:~~ntees ~ran~ed to them by the Constitution 
criteria must be developed by the ~~o~e,u~a stat~ments which meet these 
research and thoughtful deliberation:. n1s rator but only after extensive 

• 

• 

• 

Identify factors of law enforcement that underlie and 
determine the frequency of use of deadly f b 
police officers. orce ,y 

G~in an understanding of the interrelationships of 
t e~e fact~rs and their causal role in homicides b 
pollce offlcers. y 

~:~elop "model" pol~cies and prucedures desigr..ed to 
. uce police homicldes while preserving the off' . I 

ability to fulfill his law enforcement duties an~c:~ s 
protect himself from death or personal.harm. 

-:: 
',~ '~>:-~?~ 

forcew~:e:~~e:dr:~~~~t!~:n~!:~:n~o ~~: ~ssue of the,police use of deadly 
of policing in this country when N Y s~ue has eXlsted since laa beginnings 
themselves in 1858 In th' 1 .ew or City police officers began arming 
h ' • e ear y years the iss f 

elghtened from time to time by s ecifi~' , ue was 0 local concern, 
national attention in 1940 when t~e I lnc~dents. The issue attracted 
Police addressed the Subject at th ' nternatlonal Association of Chiefs of 
the issue has n~t suffered fro ~lr annual conference. 3 In recent years 
reviews, government studies amdun her-exposure in the literature, legal ' 
t th ' n ot er writings R h ' o e use of deadly force by the olice • ,esearc on lSsues related 
example, a valuable research repor~ h~s contlnued to the present., For 
publication was being prepared for f~aslre e~sed4and reviewed just as this 

lna reVlew. 

The problem With the existing liter t 
comparability,:a lack of standard daf~r: ~as been a lack of continuity and 
lems, and an absence of sound basel: ln

d
ltl0n, a multitude of perceived prob-

in p , lne ata. Regardle f h ' reVl0US rese,arch, much of the existin b ss 0 t e lnadequacies 
mendous assistance throughout the pro'ectg ody ~f knowledge has been of tre
stages of conceptualization The l'tJ ,especlally so during the initial 
of differences in methodolog'y dat 1.erature reViews provided an understanding 
cl ' , a sources definit' USlons. Obviously, the conclusions w' lon, and perceived con-
the methodological and data source differe not always comparable because of 

erences. 

3· . . . 
IACP, ,!!!e: Police Yearbook (Gaithersbur ' 

of Chiefs of Police 1940) "Th g, Md.: International Associatio 
que t' ,. e use of firearms b th' n 

s· 10n avery serious matter and sho ld bYe police is without 
grave emergency. To shoot is witho t ~ b e resorted to only in cases of 
a police officer can be called uponUto ~kt one of the most serious decisions 
be pr~pared to stand by his decision " e, and, once made, the officer must 
, William A., Geller and Kevin J. 'Karale 
lngs of and by Chicago Police (Ch' . ~,Split Second Decisions: Sholot
June 1981). lcago. Chlcago Law Enforcement Study GrC/~ 

. >' 
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One previous research effort concluded that: "Police homicide is 
substantially under .... reported, possibly by around 50 percent."S This con
clusion could only'be considered as correct because of the selection of a 
specific data source, the National Health statistics. On another point, 
the term "police," as simple as it may sound, is very complex in its 
definition from city to city. For example, in Chicago, a ratio of police 
to population is more inclusive than the same statement of ratio in New 
York because in New York there are three major "police agencies": New York 
City Police Department, New York City Transit Authority Police, and New 
York City Housing Authority Police. Therefore, when one reads statistics 
of police ratio to population, crime, and a number of other categories, one 
must be cognizant of these differences. Beyond this simple difference in 
two of our largest cities, one must also be aware of the presence of other 
"police" agencies such as federal law enforcement agencies, private security 
"police," prison guards, university "police,"'Indian Nation "police," transit 
"police," port authority "police," airport "police," railroad "police," states 
attorney's "police," and park "police." 

Although the main issue addressed in the literature is the use of deadly 
force by 'public law enforcement agencies, the treatment of that issue has 
varied with the research approach and conceptual biases of the author(s).6 
Fyfe studied all shots fired (intentional, unintentional, accidental, warn
ings, directed at animals or persons); Geller and Karales looked only at 
shots which killed or injured a civilian or police officer; Margarita con
cerned hers.elf with 1ine-of-duty killings of police; and Robin looked only 
at homicides. Others addressed their projects differently because of de
veloped hypotheses, financial limitations, manpower limitations, and in
ability to obtain source data. A Balance of Forces, and consequently this 
Executive Summary, consider only homicides committed by municipal police 
officers in the 57 largest cities in the United States. 

5Lawrence Sherman and Robert Langworthy, "Measuring Homicide by Police 
Officers," Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, 546 (1979). "It is the 
police that have provided the largest figures on the number of citizens 
killed by police. The source of the under-counting is not the police, but 
rather the local medico-legal officers and the I~tiona1 system of vital 
statistic.s." 

6James Fyfe, Shots Fired: An Examination of New York City Police Fire
arms Discharges (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1978). 
Geller and Kara1es, Split Second Decisions: Shootings of and by Chicago Police. 
Catherine Milton, Jeanne Wahl Halleck, James Lardner, Gary L. Abrecht, Police 
Use of Deadly Force (Washington, D.C.: The Police Foundation, 1977). 
Sherman and Langworthy, "Measuring Homicide by Police Officers." 
Gerald D. Robin, "Justifiable Homicide by Police Officers," Journal of Crim
inal Law, Criminology and Police Science, (May/June 1963). 
Board of Police Commissioners of Los Angeles, The Report of the Board of 
Police Commissioners Concerning the Shooting of Eu1ia Love and the Use of 
Deadly Force, Parts I-IV (Los Angeles: Board of Police Commissioners, 1979-80). 
Mona Margarita, "Killing the Police: Myths and Motives," 452 Annals of 
American Academy of Political and Social Science, 63 (November 1980). 
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The report concludes that each police administrator ~ promulgate 
or update use of deadly force directives. The administrator should use 
the collective research findings of this and other pertinent publications 
as a framework for development of such a directive. Critical deadly force 
policy decisions are not easily made, nor is the ultimate on-street decision 
to shoot an easy one for the police officer. The consequences of either 
decision are far-reaching. It is, however, far better that most of the 
decision considerations be critically analyzed from within the calm, rational 
atmosphere of the administrator's office, rather than from the more explosive, 
often irrational, and unpredictable "office" (the street) of the police 
officer. 

This report and especially the "model" guidelines should not be viewed 
as a final product to resolving the complex issues associated with police use 
of deadly force. The report, more appropriately, should be seen as a begin
ning or a point of departure. Police administrators and researchers should 
grasp these fragments of knowledge regarding deadly force by the police 
discuss the findings, refine and expand the research, and continue to l~ok 
for that ~,agic answer that may have escaped from our findings. 

--- - ----- --~--------
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SECTION I 

STUDY METHODOLOGY 

As stated in the Introduction, the purpose of the study was to identify 
factors relatp.d to deadly force incidents and develop model policy guideline.s 
aimed at reducing homicide by the police. The study does not attempt to re
strict police officers from protecting themselves or the lives of other 
citizens. 

The study concentrates on incidents of homicide by on- and off-duty 
police officers in 57 agencies serving communities with populations of 
250,000 or more. 1 Within this category of police departments, justifiable 
homicide rates were studied to test hypotheses about variables that possibly 
affect those rates. 2 

The research work proceeded as follows: 

National Advisory Board. A National Advisory Board was convened by the 
u.S. Department of Justice, National Institute of Justice. The Board members 
included: 

Julius Debro 
Department of Criminal 

Justice 
Atlanta University 
Atlanta, Georgia 

Joseph McNamara 
Chief of Police 
San Jose, California 

Albert Reiss, Ph.D. 
Sociology Department 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Shirley Melnicoe 
Project 1110nitor 
National Institute of 

Justice 

Joseph S. Dominelli 
Chief of Police 
Rotterdam, New York 

Larry Sherman, Ph.D. 
The Police Foundation 
Washington, D.C. 

Armando Morales, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychiatry 
University of California 
Los Angeles, California 

The Board met initially to develop a strategy for coordinating four use 
of deadly force projects which were simultaneously funded and monitored by 
the National Institute of Justice. 3 

The Board was instrumental in laying out the study parameters so that 
duplication of effort by the four groups would be reduced. ~he Board ~lso 
helped to identify the existing bodies of literature from wh1ch to beg~n a 
review. 

1 See Table 1. 
2Ibid. 
3~International Association of Chiefs of Police 
b. National Urban League 
,c. National Council of La Raza 
d. University of California, Irvine 
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Review of the Literature. A literature review was conducted in an 
effort to learn as much as was pos5ible about the subject within the time 
l~mitations of the project. The review included newspaper articles, maga
zl~e accounts, legal publications, various state laws, government and 
prlvate ~tudies, doctoral dissertations, reports of meetings, conferences 
and,hearlngs, books, training bulletins and numerous police policies. This 
revlew, alo~g with the personal experience of the author, formed the basis 
for developlng hypotheses. 

Review of Law. A review of law and legal literature was conducted 
relative to the issue of police use of deadly force. The 50 state laws 
are briefed in the report appendix. The review identified three legal 
categories that apply to police use of deadly force: common law, modified 
comm~n l~w, and Model Penal Code. Many states and cities had unique 
comblnatlons 0: t~ese three categories. The 57 cities under study were 
the~ ~rouped wlthln these three categories of law to determine justifiable 
homlclde rates for each group. 

Development of Hypotheses. Based on the literature review, approx
im~tely one hundred hypotheses were initially developed to test for the 
eXl~te~ce of a relati~nship to the police use of deadly force. With the 
asslstance of the AdvlSOry Board, the number was reduced to fortv hypotheses 
tha.t formed the basis for development of a survey instrument. J 

of The S~rvey. A survey instrument was drafted and sent to all members 
The~~e,A~~l~~rYlBOard as well as several police chiefs throughout the country. 

ln l~l ua s were requested to review the document for its racticalit 
comprehenslveness, and utility in obtaining the d fP y, 
tici atin' necessary ata rom par-

P, g study agencles. The final survey instrument, a 71 multi- art 
iuestlon do:u~ent, wa~ mailed to police executives who cownand the 5~ 
argest munlclpal pollce agencies in the country Th I ' 

'd d • e responses to tllS 
survde

y 
prOVl e one of the major sources of statistical data which were later 

use to test the hypotheses. 

, FBI U~iform Crime Records Data. The Federal Bureau of Investi ation 
~~~f;~i~~1~~7~~~~~~~4se~tion was,asked to,fur~i~h unpublished d~tagfrom 
justifiable homicide by c~~if~~:sln~~~d:d JU~tl~lable homicide by the police, 
crime data were extracted directl; from ;~~sp~bl~caagt~' s~x, adnd race. Oth~r 
rnaJ' f' , ~ lons an served as a , 0: source 0 statlstlcal data for testing the hypoth Th F 
Justlfiable homicide data were closel eses. e BI 
data collected in the 57 c~t y compared to the justifiable homicide 

- -L Y survey. 

4FBI, Crime in the United States 1970-1979 (Wa 
Department of Justice, 1971-1980) d FBI shington, D.C.: U.S. 
1970-1979 (Washington DC. U S' ;n , Law Enforcement Officers Killed 

SIbid. ' . •. •. epartment of Justice, 1971-1980). 

, " 
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Deadly Force Policy Content Analysis. Selected national deadly force 
policy recommendations were reviewed to gain an understanding of different 
organizational views toward the subject. Such reviews included policy, 
resolutions, or recommendations offered by: (1) the American Law Institute, 
(2) the Federal Bureau of Investigation, (3) the International Association 
of Chiefs of Police, (4) the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice, (5) the Wisconsin Institute of Government Affairs, 
(6) the American Bar Association, (7) the National Organization of Black Law 
Enforcement Executives, (8) the United Nations, and (9) the American Civil 
Liberties Union. A more detailed study was made of the nation's state police 
and state patrol organizations. Beyond this, the policies of the few re
sponding federal law enforcement agencies were examined. 6 

Fifty-seven municipal police agencies were requested to forward any 
policy, procedure, general orders, tactical announcements, or training 
bulletins related to the issue of police use of deadly force. 7 A policy 
content analysis instrument was developed and each policy document (federal, 
state or municipal) was evaluated in terms of its content using the content , , ~ 
analysis form. S The results of these analyses provided a major source or 
data for hypotheses testing and a primary source of reference for developing 
"model" policy. 

Test of Hypotheses. Data from the survey, FBI, and policy content 
analyses were computerized. The computer was programed to conduct several 
statistical tests (t-test, time series, correlation) of the 40 hypotheses. 
These hypotheses were tested against more than 350 independent departmental, 
crime, and community variables. 

Development of Model Policy. The research project was concluded with 
the development of a set of model policy guidelines based on the empirical 
and analytical findings of this and other research works. 

6Federal Law Enforcement Policy - Only four federal agencies responded to 
our survey request for use of deadly force policy. For the most part, federal 
policy and procedure was unrelated to the municipal police function. The pol
icy is more general in its treatment of the issues than is municipal policy. 

7State Law Enforcement Policy - Thirty-eight (77.6 percent) of the na
tion's 49 state law enforcement organizations (state police or state highway 
patrol) responded to our survey of deadly force policy. Hawaii does not have 
a state law enforcement agency. Unlike the municipal police organizations, 
state agencies appear less inclined to promulgate use of deadly force policy. 
Thirty-two (82.1 percent) state agencies have written departmental policy and 
six (15.4 percent) do not. The six without departmental written policy are 
stated to be guided explicitly by the state statutes on the use of force. 

The cities of Atlanta, El Paso, Pittsburgh and Milwaukee did not submit 
policy. 

8Klas Krippendorff. Content Analysis, An Introduction to Its Methodology, 
Vol. 5, The Sage Commtext Series (Beverly Hills, California: Sage, 1980), 
p. 169. 
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SECTION 2 

LEGAL REVIEW 

With input from citizens, state legislatures, and the courts, police 
executives have adopted a myriad of policy guidelines within which the taking, 
of a human life is acceptable. Grand juries have generally concluded that 
shootings by police officers are "justifiable." Disregarding the individual 
police department rules which generally place a more restrictive standard of 
conduct than permitted by law, there are basically three standards of conduct 
controlling police use of deadly force in the 50 states. The three 
categories are: 

1. Common Law 

2. Modified Common Law 

3. Model Penal Code 

Common Law. The 23 common law states have generally adopted deadly force 
statutes with wording similar to the following: 

• The officer must have probable cause to believe that a 
felony has been committed and that the person to be ar
rested committed it, and 

• The arresting officer must give the defendant notice of 
his intention to arrest, and 

• The defendant either flees or forcibly resists, and 

• Whatever force the officer uses must be necessary to 
effect the arrest. 

In the 23 states that have adopted the common law rule, what constitutes 
a "felon" is not;specifically defined. Courts have reverted to the original 
historical definition when all felonies were punishable by death. Many 
crimes which are today not punishable by death (larceny, burglary, embezzle
ment, check fraud, auto theft, and otliers) nevertheless remain classified as 
felonies. 

~odified Common Law. Twelve states have, 
common law approach to the deadly force issue. 
disallowed the any felony rule and replaced it 
wording: 

through statute,modified the 
Basically, those states have 

with the followin.p style of 

Deadly force may be used to effect the arrest of a person: 

• Who attempts to escape from justice by use of a deadly 
weapon; OR 

• Who otherwise indicates that he will endanger human life 

Preceding page blank 
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or inflict great bodily harm unless arrested without 
delay; OR 

• Who has committed a "dangerous or atrocious" felony. 
(dangerous or atrocious being generally defined to 
include murder, arson, mayhem, burglary, aggravated 
assault, rape, kidnap, extortion and robbery.) 

Model Penal Code. Seven states have implemented various modified forms 
of the ~fodel Penal Code l as their standard for use of deadly force. 
model code specifies: This 

1. 

2. 

Us~ of deadly force to effect an arrest when: 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

The arrest must be for a felony; AND 

The person effecting the arrest must be 
authorized to act as a peace officer or 
is assisting a person whom he believes 
to be authorized to act as a peace officer; 

AND 

The officer believes that the force employed 
:reates no substantial risk of injury to 
1nnocent persons; ~ 

The officer believes the crime for which th 
arrest is made involved conduct including t~e 
use or threatened use of deadly force; OR 

~e officer believes there is a substantial 
r1.sk that th~ person to be arrested will cause 
death or ser1.OUS bodily harm 1'f h' . 1S appre-
hens1.on is delayed. 

Use of deadly force to prevent escape f rom custody: 

• A guard or other person authorized to act s 
p~ce office: is justified in using deadlyafo~ce 
wh1ch he bel1eves to be immediat 1 ' e y necessary to 
prevent the escape of a person from a ' 
or other institution for the detentionJa~l, prison, 
charged with or convicted of a' 0 persons cr1me. 

IThe American Law Institute M dIP 
Draft, § 3.07 (1962). ' 0 e enal Code, Proposed Official 
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3. Use of deadly force to prevent the commission of a crime: 

• The officer believes that there is a substantial 
risk that the person whom hz seeks to prevent from 
committing a crime will cause death or serious 
bodily harm to another unless the commission or 
the consummation of the crime is prevented and 
that the use of such force presents no substantial 
risk or injury to innocent persons; OR 

• The officer believes that the use of such force 
is necessary to suppress a riot or mutiny after 
the rioters or mutineers have been ordered to 
disperse and warned in any particular manner 
that the law may require that such force will 
be used if they do not obey • 

No Statute Law. Eight states and the District of Columbia do not have 
specific statutory law regarding police use of deadly force. These states 
have relied on the courts to establish when and to what extent force may be 
used by police officers. 

It is commonly hypothesized that restrictive state laws regarding deadly 
force should result in a reduction in the police justifiable homicide rate. 2 
In an attempt to test this hypothesis, the study cities were grouped by the 
three (Common Law, Modified Common Law, Model Penal Code) categories of 
state law (Table 1). The results of this comparison show the common law 
cities with the highest mean (.33) JHR followed by the Model Penal Code 
cities (mean .25) and the Modified Common Law cities (mean .22). 

In reviewing these comparisons, the reader should recognize that not 
all cities follow the exact guidelines established by law. For example, 
Sacramento, in the common law state of California, has a more restrictive 
deadly force policy than that required by state law. It is interesting to 
note that the common law state of California includes the city (Sacramento) 
which experiences the lowest (.04) justifiable homicide rate and also a city 
(Oakland) which experiences one of the highest rates (.67). 

Even though most stat.es have enacted a use of deadly force statute, it 
was found that most police agencies have a more restrictive firearm policy 
than that required by law. This is somewhat interesting in light of the 
fact that court opinion as to the use of such restrictions has been mixed. 
For example, a number of courts have indicated that a more restrictive policy 

2Gerald F. Uelman, "Varieties of Public Policy: A Study of Police 
Policy Regarding the Use of Deadly Force in Los Angeles County," Loyola 
of Los Angeles Law Review, Vor'. 6 (1973). 

, 
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Cities in Common 
Law States 

City 

Albuquerque 
Denver 
Indianapolis 
Jacksonville 
Kansas City 
Long Beach 
Los Angeles 
Memphis 
Miami 
Minneapolis 
Nashville 
Oakland 
Oklahoma City 
Phoenix 
Sacramento 
St. Louis 
St. Paul 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Jose 
Seattle 
Tampa 
Tucson 
Tulsa 
Wichita 

Mean 
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TABLE 1 

RATE OF 
JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY THE POLICE 

BY CATEGORY OF STATE LAW 
1975-1979 

Cities in Modified 
Common Law States 

JHR City JHR 

.21 Buffalo .09 
• 16 Chicago . i 7 
.40 Newark .08 
.65 New Orleans .77 
.35 New York .14 
.64 Philadelphia .21 
.35 Portland .12 
.31 Rochester • 19 
.25 
· 18 
.41 Mean .22 
.67 
.49 
.22 
.04 
.45 
.07 
.33 
· 16 
.24 
.22 
.30 
.42 
.31 
.36 

.33 

Citi es in Model 
Penal Code States 

City 

Austi n 
Charlotte 
Dallas 
El Paso 
Ft. Worth 
Honolulu 
Houston 
Louis'.dlle 
Omaha 
San Antonio 

Mean 

JHR 

.09 

.10 

.35 

.25 

. 18 

.05 

.58 

.27 

.25 

.35 

.25 
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could be used as the standard of conduct in a civil case against a police 
officer,3 while several other courts have held that a more restrictive 
policy cannot be used against an officer. 4 

3Dillenbeck v. City of Los Angeles, 72 Cal. Rptr. 321, 446 P.2d 129 
(1969) • 

DeLong v. City and County of Denver, 530 P.2d 1308 (Colo. App. 1947). 
Grudt v. City of Los Angeles, 2 Cal. 3d, 375, 86 Cal. Rptr. 465, 468 

P.2d 825 (1970). 
Vallas v. City of Chula Vista, 128 Cal. Rptr. 469 (App. 1976). 
Peterson v. City of Long Beach, 594 P.2d 477 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1979). 

4City of St. Petersburg v. Reed, 330 So.2d 256 (Dist. Ct. App. 1976). 
Chastain v. Civil Service Board of Orlando~ 327 So.2d 230 (Dist. Ct. 

App. 1976). . 

., 
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SECTION 3 

JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE COUNTS 

Although statistics concerning justifiable homicide by the police have 
been collected for a number of years, these figures have not been widely 
disseminated. Furthermore, the various sources have used significantly 
diff~rent methods of collection. It is important to note these variations. 

National Center for Health Statistics. The National Center for Health 
Statistics (NCHS) collects and publishes "Vital Statistics of the United 
States." These records include data on justifiable homicides by the police. 
The records are tallied from "Standard Death Certificates" completed by 
local coroners. This system is suspected to be fraught with serious de
ficiencies including: poor quality of the medical diagnoses; lack of 
coroner's awareness, support for, and legal obligation to comply with the 
system's request for information; vagueness of the instructions for com
pleting the Standard Death Certificate; close relationship between the local 
police and the medico-legal office; diversity of procedures used among dif
ferent coroners; mechanical and conceptual errors in the transmission and 
coding of the data. 1 

Deaths recorded by NCHS are recorded by county in which the death oc
curred, which is not necessarily the same jurisdiction where the homicide 
occurred. The NCHS has compiled annual counts since 1949. A recent analysis 
of NCHS counts indicates rather consistent under-reporting by about 50 
percent. 2 

Uniform Crime Records. The FBI Uniform Crime Records Section has been 
collecting voluntary submissions of homicide by the police from police de
partments throughout the country since 1940. The fact that these statistics 
are voluntarily submitted creates some doubt about their accuracy. However, 
for the past several years, an increasing number of states have mandated such 
submissions and then reported same to the FBI collection source. These 
records are tallied by jurisdiction in which the homicide occurred regardless 
of the officer's agency of employment. For example, a county sheriff, state 
police officer, or federal law enforcement officer shoots a suspect in a 
jurisdiction other than that in which he is employed; the death is statis
tically attributed to the jurisdiction and police agency where the death 
occurred and not to the officer's employment jurisdiction. 

Police Internal Files. This study includes a count of justifiable homi
cides by the police in 57 U.S. cities. Thus, when the officer was out of his 
employing jurisdiction (off-duty, in pursuit, or for any other reason) when he 

lLawrence Sherman and Robert Longworthy, "Measuring Homicide by Police 
Officers," Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, 546 (1979). 

2Ibid. 

Preceding page blank 
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used deadly force, the justifiable homicide was attributed to the officer's 
employer (the city). 

Homicide Counts for this Study. For this study, the FBI, U.C.R. 
Section furnished unpublished justifiable homicide tallies for each of the 
57 study cities. In addition, IACP made a direct request to each city for 
justifiable homicide data. The two tallies (IACP and FBI) were cross-
checked for discrepancies and every effort was made to resolve any differences. 

Table 2 represents a count of justifiable homicides that combines the 
best available data. 

The report presents six methods of calculating justifiable homicide 
rates by the police for each of the 54 cities. 3 The six rate categories 
were computed using the ratio of justifiable homicide by the police to: 

• the number of police officers, 

• the number of justifiable homicides by civilians, 

• the number of total homicides in the community, 

• reported robbery, 

• reported violent crime, and 

• the communities' populations. 

These rates were evaluated from a number of perspectives. The six 
rates were combined into a single justifiable homicide index. The six 
individual rates were compared against one another, and, despite minor 
changes in rank oruer of the cities, the six rates were found to be cor
related. Each of the six rates was tested against several of the study 
hypotheses, and differences of the results were insignificant. 

Each of these jus.tifiable homicide rates and the index has limitations. 
Without ignoring these limitations, the most effective utilization of the 
rates was sought. 

As a result of the preliminary tests using the six rates, the corre
lations of the six categories, and the need to keep the size of the report 
to a readable volume, a choice was made to present only the statistical re
sults of hypotheses testing using a single rate, Justifiable Homicide by 
Police - TO - Number of Police Officers (Table 3). Therefore, unless other
wise specifically noted, all future reference t~ a justifiable homicide rate 
(JHR) will indicate 

. ; " 

number of 
justifiable homicides 
by the police 

number of 
police officers 

3Three cities did not respond with statistical data. 

.-

X 100 = JHR 

Agency 

Akron 
Albuquerque 
Atlanta 
Austin 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Charlotte 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbus 
Dall as 
Denver 
Detroit 
El Paso 
Fort Worth 
Honolulu 
Houston 
Indianapolis 
Jacksonville 
Kansas City 
Long Beach 
Los Angeles 
Louisville 
Memphis 
Miami 
Mi lwaukee 
Minneapolis 
Nashvill e 
Newark 
New Orleans 
New York 
Norfolk 
Oakland 
Oklahoma City 
Omaha 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
Rochester 
Sacramento 
St. Louis 
St. Paul 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Jose 
Seattle 
Tampa 
Toledo 
Tucson 
Tulsa 
Washington 
Wichita 

1970* 

1 
1 
7 
o 
9 
3 
o 
4 
1 

42 
2 
6 
5 

10 
3 

23 
o 
o 
o 

14 
o 
4 
7 
1 

23 
2 

10 
8 
1 
o 
2 
6 
o 

33 
o 
o 
o 
1 

19 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
7 
2 
6 
o 
4 
o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o 

10 
2 

29T 

1971* 

1 
o 

13 
1 

18 
4 
1 
4 
o 

42 
2 

11 
6 
7 
4 

44 
o 
1 
o 

13 
o 
5 
2 
3 

29 
7 
o 
6 
3 
1 
o 
5 
o 

87 
2 
2 
o 
o 

13 
1 
2 
1 
o 
2 

10 
o 
5 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 
o 
o 
2 

10 
1 

388 

1972* 

3 
2 
8 
o 

12 
3 
5 
o 
o 

29 
1 

15 
3 

12 
4 

36 
o 
2 
1 
8 
o 
6 
3 
1 

21 
2 
5 
1 
3 
2 
5 
4 
o 

66 
o 
1 
o 
o 

12 
1 
1 
o 
o 
3 

10 
o 
3 
2 
3 
o 
2 
2 
o 
o 
2 
8 
1 m 
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TABLE 2 
JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY POLICE 

1970-1979 

1973* 

4 
1 

17 
1 
7 
4 
o 
1 
2 

28 
2 
7 
1 
2 
4 

28 
3 
o 
o 

21 
o 
5 
5 
2 

14 
4 
6 
o 
5 
2 
2 
4 

NR 
66 
o 
1 
1 
o 

23 
2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
5 
o 
3 
2 
2 
2 
5 
4 
4 
o 
1 

13 
1 

m 

1974* 

2 
2 

11 
2 

11 
o 
o 
2 
1 

35 
2 
6 
4 
8 
4 

28 
2 
3 
1 

17 
o 
5 
3 
6 

20 
9 
6 
4 
2 
2 
3 
6 
4 

62 
o 
2 
o 
1 

29 
1 
2 
4 
1 
o 

11 
o 
3 
1 
2 
2 
o 
4 
3 
1 
4 

11 
1 

3"56 

1975 

o 
1 
6 
o 

16 
8 
5 
o 
1 

34 
2 
9 
o 
9 
7* 

28 
1* 
2* 
o 

17* 
7 

10* 
3 
3 

30 
5 
6* 
0* 
5* 
0* 
2 
o 

18 
42 
1 
7 
3 
3 

20 
5 
1* 
1 
2 
o 
8* 
1 
6 
o 
1 
4 
4 
3* 
3 
1 
1 
8* 
0* 

300 

1976 

o 
2 
4 
j 

7 
7 
o 
2 
1 

15 
o 
4 
2 
4 
3* 

25 
1* 
0* 
2 

17* 
6 
4* 
5 
5 

29 
2 
7*' 
1* 
4* 
2* 
4 
1 
9 

27 
3 
2 
3 
1 

11 
3 
0* 
1· 
1 
o 
6 
o 
7 
3 
4 
1 
2 
2 
o 
3 
1 
9* 
2* 

m 

Source: IACP survey of 57 U.S. cities, and 
*unpub1ished FBI Uniform Crime Records 

1977 

2 
o 
2 
o 
6 
3 
o 
1 
o 

31 
2 
6 
o 
4 
1* 

19 
3* 
1* 
1 

18'" 
5 
8 
5 
2 

31 
o 
1* 
1* 
2* 
1* 
2 
3 
7 

30 
1 
2 
o 
1 

21 
5 
0* 
o 
o 
o 
6 
1 
3 
5 
2 
1 
2 
o 
1 
3 
3 
6* 
1 

m 

1978 

o 
2 
4 
1 
9 
3 
1 
o 
o 

15 
2 
4 
4 
9 
0* 

17 
0* 
2* 
o 

10* 
2 
6 
6 
3 

20 
2 
4* 
1* 
0* 
0* 
3 
1 
8 

40 
2 
3 
3 
o 

18 
4 
0* 
o 
o 
1 

15 
o 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
6 
2 m 

1979 

1 
o 
3 
o 
5 
4 
1 
2 
1 

19 
4 
9 
4 
9 
0* 

17 
3* 
1* 
1 

20* 
1 
3 
2 
7 

14 
1 
2* 
6* 
1* 
4* 
4 
1 

18 
36 
o 
8 
7 
2 

15 
1 
2* 
2 
3 
o 

11 
o 
3 
8 
4 
2 
1 
3 
o 
2 
2 
7 
2 

289 

Five-Year 
(1975-79 ) 
Average 

0.6 
1.0 
3.8 
0.4 
8.6 
5.0 
1.4 
1.0 
0.6 

22.8 
2.0 
6.4 
2.0 
7.0 
2.2 

21.2 
1.6 
1.2 
0.8 

16.4 
4.2 
6.2 
4.2 
4.0 

24.8 
2.0 
4.0 
1.8 
2.4 
1.4 
3.0 
1.2 

12.0 
35.0 
1.4 
4.4 
3.2 
1.4 

17 .0 
3.6 
0.6 
0.8 
1.2 
0.2 
9.2 
0.4 
4.0 
3.8 
2.6 
1.8 
2.2 
1.8 
1.0 
2.2 
2.0 
7.2 
1.4 

, 
.\ 
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TABLE 3 
RATE OF 

JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY THE POLICE 
TO 100 POLICE OFFICERS 

1975-1979 

Standard Format Listing Rank Order Listing 

Akron .13 Sacramento .04 
Albuquerque .21 Honolulu .05 
Austin .09 Boston .06 
Baltimore .26 St. Paul .07 
Birmingham .75 Newark .08 
Boston ' .06 Buffalo .09 
Buffalo .09 Austin .09 
Charlotte .10 Charlotte .10 
Chi cago .17 Portland .12 
Cincinnati .20 Akron .13 
Cleveland .32 New York .14 
Columbus .20 Toledo .15 
Dallas .35 San Francisco .16 
Denver .16 Denver .16 
Detroit .40 
El Paso .25 

Washington .17 

Fort Worth .18 
Chicago .17 

Honolulu .05 
Minneapolis .18 

Houston .58 
Fort Worth .18 

Indianapolis .40 
Rochester .19 
Columbus .20 

Jacksonville .65 
Kansas City .35 

Cincinnati .20 

Long Beach .64 
Albuquerque .21 

Los Angeles .35 
Philadelphia .21 

Louisville .27 
Seattle . 22 

Memphis .31 
Phoenix .22 

Miami .25 
San Jose .24 

Minneapolis .18 
Norfolk .24 

Nashville .41 
E'l Paso .25 

Newark . 08 
Miami .25 

New Orleans .77 
Omaha .25 

New York .14 
Baltimore .26 

Norfolk .24 
Louisville .27 

Oakland .67 
Tampa .30 

Oklahoma City .49 
Tulsa .31 

Omaha .25 
Memphis .31 

Philadelphia .21 
Cleveland .32 

Phoenix .22 
San Diego .33 

Portland .12 
Los Angeles .35 

Rochester .19 
Kansas City .35 

Sacramento .04 
Dallas .35 

St. Louis .45 
San Antonio .35 

St. Paul .07 
Wichita .36 

San Antonio .35 
Detroit .40 

San Diego .33 
Indianapolis .40 

San Francisco .16 
Nashville .41 

San Jose .24 
Tucson .42 

Seattle .22 
St. Louis .45 

Tampa .30 
Oklahoma City .49 

Toledo .15 
Houston .58 

Tucson .42 
Long Beach .64 

Tulsa .31 
Jacksonvi 11 e .65 

Washington .17 
Oakland .67 

Wichita .36 
Birmingham .75 
New Orleans .77 

• Rate = Yearly average of Justifiabl Hi' police officers (100) e om cldes by Police to yearly average of' 

.. Mean = .28 

~~~-. --.,----- -------
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The JHR's for the 54 respondent cities are presented in Table 3. We 
caution the reader to be extremely careful in comparing the rates of one 
city to those of another. The reader should not look for simple causes for 
the wide variation between cities-there are none. The answers lie some
where within a combination of some of the 350 factors related to criminal 
activity, police administration, police operations, and other community 
variables which were hypothesized as possibly affecting the rate of justi
fiable homicide committed by the police. Arguments could also be made for 
societal factors that were not detailed such as unemployment, inflation, gun 
control, and education. 

Model Data Collection System 

The review of the several data collection systems highlighted the need 
for a single comprehensive system that would incorporate the positive 
features of each of the existing programs. Such a system should mandate 
submission and provide for publication of the results. The following 
specific guidelines are recommended. 

Recommended Guideline 

Every law enforcerrent executive should sub
mit comprehensive data to the FBI Uniform 
Crime Records Section for every incident that 
cuZmina~es in the death of a citizen as a 
result of use of force by a police officer • 

Deadly force data should be submitted by 
the agency 'Which employs the involved 
officer • 

The Federal Bureau 0: InVestigation should 
prepare and publish an annual report of 
the deadly force data. 

Data submission should include the follo'Wing 
specific elements: 

• Date of incident 
Time of day 
Day of 'Week 

• Date of death 

• Jurisdiction 'Where incident occurred 

• Jurisdiction of officer (specific agency) 

~ Age, sex, race of officer 

• Age, sex, race of victim 

• Criminal background of victim 

", 
" 

, 
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• Relationship of victim to officer 

• Officer's status at time of incident 
On duty 
• In uniform 
c, Out of uniform ., Specific work assignment (, Specific type of incident 

(Dispatched as actually found to be) 
Off duty 

" 
In uniform 

• Out of uniform 
• Situation 

• Weapon used 
- Firearm 

If Type 
• Caliber 
• On-duty weapon 
• Off-duty weapon 
• Back-up weapon 
Other weapons 
• Specifications of the weapon used 

• Circumstances 
During commission of a crime {specific} 
Gun cleaning 
~cciden~ {specific: e.g. ~ firearms ra:nge~ 
~nspect~n~ unauthorized person handling 

. weapon~ etc.} 

.-

. ·"1 
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SECTION 4 

CRIME LEVELS AND JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY POLICE 

Various authors have indicated that there may be a serious flaw in the 
statistical reporting of justifiable homicides by the police. 1 Other crim
inal justice authorities, who recognized the reporting limitations, have 
called for mandatory reporting of justifiable homicides. 2 Despite the 
known limitations, it was felt that a careful analysis of justifiable homi
cide data would yield important information. Accordingly, it was possih1e 
to secure from the FBI Uniform Crime Reports Section unpublished data re
garding justifiable homicide for the years 1970-79. For the years 1975-79, 
the data were verified with the report-l.ng police agencies • 

Although the data were not always equivalent, it was ultimately pos
sible to resolve discrepancies that existed between FBI data and data sub
mitted directly to IACP from the police agencies. Table 2 in Section 3 
reflects the justifiable homicides in 57 cities for the years 1970-79. Table 
4 reflects the combined total of the 57 cities with percentage increases 

. from year to year. 

Using the justifiable homicide totals from Table 2 as the common de
nominator, a comparison was made of the totals of selected crimes and 
justifiable homicide from the same cities. The following were found to 
be significantly correlated to justifiable homicide by the police: 

Correlation 

.60 

.56 

.48 

.27 

Acts of Violence 

robbery offenses 
police officers murdered 
justifiable homicide by civilian 
total community homicide 

Next, a comparison was made of each individual city's justifiable homi
cides by the police to selected crimes and justifiable homicide. This com
parison was made using a five-year average of justifiable homicide (see Table 
2) with the five-year average of crime. The significant correlations were: 

Correlation 

.89 

.78 

.76 

.68 

.55 

Acts of Violence 

homicide 
violent crime 
robbery 
justifiable homicide by civilians 
police officers murdered 

These correlations constitute a central finding of this report. The 
findings imply that the use of deadly force by the police is concentrated 
within an environment of community violence 

lLawrence W. Sherman & Robert H. Langworthy, "Measuring Homicide by 
Po1;t~e Officers," Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology, 546 (1979). 

2Joseph Domine11i, IACP News Release, December 1979. 
(! 
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Year 

1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 

TABLE 4 

JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY POLICE 
1970-1979 

5" U.S. CITIES 

Homicides 

291 
388 
314 
317 
356 
360 
268 
262 
249 
289 

Percent 
Change 

+33.3 
-19. 1 
+ 0.9 
+12.3 
+ 1.1 
-25.6 
- 2.2 
-.5.0 
+16.1 

__ ~~_~----.---------------v:;,.',;~.", 
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SECTION 5 

RACE AND JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY THE POLICE 

As other researchers have also indicated,I this study found that blacks 
are over-represented (59.6) as victims of police use of deadly force. How
ever, our findings, in agreement with Geller and Milton, also show that 
blacks are also over-represented in other areas of violence: 

• Blacks are over-represented (73.1%) as victims 
of justifiable homicide by civilians. 

• Blacks are over-represented (66.1%) as persons 
arrested for homicide. 

• Blacks are over-represented (71.0%) as persons 
arrested for robbery. 

• Blacks are over-represented (63.7%) as persons 
arrested for violent crimes. 

• Blacks are over-represented (57.9%) as persons 
arrested for weapons violations. 

The findings of black over-representation in arrests for crime and 
as victims of justifiable homicide are supported in part by major findings 
in other research,. Fyfe reports that black suspects are far more often 
armed with guns when they confront the police than are whites. 2 This find
ing was also supported by FBI data. 3 In proportion to the number of en
counters, more police officers are killed in the line of duty by blacks than 
by whites; black involvement with robbery incidents is twice the rate of 
white involvement. Geller and Karales4 found th&t black and Hispanic 
civilians are slightly less likely than whites to be shot by the police if 
forcible felony arrests are used as an indicator of police-civilian en
counters that could result in shootings. 

IJames Fyfe, Shots Fired: An Examination of New York City Police Fire
arms Discharges (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International, 1978). 

William A. Geller and Kevin J. Karales, Split Second Decisions: 
Shootings of and by Chicago Police (Chicago: Chicago Law Enforcement Study 
Group, June 1981). 

Arthur L. Kobler, "Figures ~nd Perhaps Some Facts) on Police Killing of 
Civilians i11 the United States," Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 31, No.1, 1975. 

Catherine Milton, Jeanne Wahl Halleck, James Lardner, Gary L. Abrecht, 
Police Use of Deadly Force (Washington, D.C.: The Police Foundation 1977). 

Gerald D. Robin, "Justifiable Homicide by Police Officers," 54 Journal 
of Criminal Law, Criminology and Political Science 225 (1963). 

ZFyfe, Shots Fired: An Examination of New York City Police Firearms 
Discharges, pp. 130-137.,' 

3FBI, Law Enforcement Officers Killed, 1979 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
Department of Justice 1979). 

4Geller and Karales, Split Second Decisions: Shootings of and by 
Chicago Police, p. 118. 

, 
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Samuel Meyers 5 reported an over-representation of blacks among the 
arrested, the convicted, the incarcerated, and among those bearing the 
official label of criminal or ex-offender. The Board of Police Commission
ers6 reported that blacks were over-represented in percentage of fatal 
shootings, attempts with a deadly weapon upon a police officer, attacks on 
officers, and Part I arrests. Milton, et al.,7 went on to say that the 
over-representation was not inconsistent with the number of blacks arrested 
for serious criminal offenses. 

In light of the ge1ileral thesis of this report, i. e., the frequency of 
justifiable homicide by the police is related to the level of crime and 
violence within a community, it is understandable that blacks are over
proportionately represented among the victims of the police use of deadly 
force since blacks have. been shown to be overrepresented as arrestees in 
crime and violence. 

5Samuel L. Meyers, Jr., "The Incidence of Justice," The Costs of Crime, 
Charl~s M. Gray (ed.), Sage Criminal Justice System Annuals, v. 12 (1979). 

Board of Police Commissioners of Los Angeles, The Report of the Board 
of Police Commissioners Concerning the Shooting of Eulia Love and the Use of 
Deadly Force, Parts I-I~ (Los Angeles: Board of Police Commissioners 1979-
1980). ' 

7Milton, Halleck, Lardner and Abrecht, Police Use of Deadly Force. 
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SECTION 6 

DEPARTMENTAL PRACTICES AND JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY THE POLICE 

A major component of the research project included a descriptive "survey" 
of 511 police agencies. The survey instrument was designed to collect data 
relative to how personnel practices, training, policy, procedure, equipment, 
and other organizational considerations might impact on the use of deadly force. 
The survey responses were compared against policy and justifiable homicide rates. 

The previous findings in deadly force literature point to a multiplicity 
of causal factors associated with deadly force statistics. This multiplicity 
was accepted as a starting point in developing hypotheses and related questions 
to test the hypotheses. 

Each survey question or set of questions was developed to collect suffi
cient data from which to test forty (40) hypotheses concerning the impact that 
policy, organization, equipment, and training had on the rate of justifiable 
homicide by police (JHR). Each of the hypotheses was subjected to one or more 
statistical analyses (time series intervention, t-test, or correlation). Among 
the more important findings which can be inferred from the analyses are the 
following: 

o Departments with sufficient numbers of street supervisors 
providing tactical guidance and manpower support have 
a lower incidence of use of deadly force (H-3). 

o When an agency chooses to have a stakeout unit without a manage
ment policy directive, its JHR is significantly greater than 
those agencies with a policy directive (H-8). 

o Although the presence of a decoy unit has no statistically sig
nificant bearing on the JHR, the existence of a unit with a 
policy directive seems to reduce the agency's JHR (H-lO)o 

o The review of deadly force incidents by the chief of police 
seems to be related to a lower JHR (H-14). 

o In-service crisis intervention training as opposed to pre
~ervice training was associated with a low JHR (H-14). 

o Agencies with simulator, stress, and physical exertion fire
arms training experience a higher JHR than agencies without 
such training (H-25). 

o Marksmanship awards given to officers for proficiency in 
firearms training are associated with high JHR (H-27). 

o In-Service training in the principles of "officer survival" 
is correlated with a high JHR (H-29). 

o Agencies which require a .38 caliber weapon and ammunition 
experience a lower JHR than agencies which permit officers 
to carry a larger caliber weapon (H-3l). 

IFifty-four responded to the survey. 

, 
, 

., 
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o ~~e~cies that issue shotguns to their officers experience a 
19 er JHCR th~n agencies that do not issue such ancillary 

weapons H-32). 

SECTION 7 

DEPARTMENTAL POLICY AND JUSTIFIABLE HOMICIDE BY THE POLICE 

The responses from police departments reflected a consciousness among 
municipal police executives that written policy governing police use of 
deadly force is necessary for the control of police personnel. This was 
demonstrated by the existence of written policy in 53 of 54 (98.1 percent) 
agencies which responded to our project request. For the three non
respondent agencies, it is not known whether those agencies are governed 
by a written deadly force policy. 

Comprehensiveness of Policy. The policy content analysis identified 
five specific areas that serve to form comprehensive deadly force policy. 
Those areas are: 

• When to shoot. 

• Investigative procedure following a shooting. 

• The shooting review process. 

• Firearm equipment standards (on-duty, off-duty, back-up). 

• Firearm training standards. 

Previous research l has indicated that a more restrictive administrative 
posture and policy on the use of deadly force can reduce the number of 
police shooting incidents without any attendant increase in crime or 
injury to police officers or a decline in police arrest activity. Our 
research has not conclusively replicated this finding, nor has it disproved 
the finding. Tables 5 and 6 summarize the differences of justifiable 
homicide rates (JHR) between agencies with restrictive deadly force policy, 
and those agencies with less restrictive policy. The differences in this 
analysis are not statistically significant. 

However, ~vhere the findings of this research are considered in light 
of other research findings, there is sufficient evidence to indicate that 
lives can possibly be spared if certain administrative guidelines are 
clearly developed, presented, understood, and enforced. by law enforcement 
management. 

IJames Fyfe, Shots Fired: An Examination of New York City Police Fire
arms Discharges (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International 

~1978), p. 272. 
Lawrence W. Sherman, "Perspectives on Police and Violence," 452 Annals 

of American Academy of Political and Social Science, 63 (November 1980). 
Lawrence W. Sherman, Reducing Police Gun Use: Critical Events, 

Administrative Policy and Organizational Change (unpublished draft) October 

1980. 

, 
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T~BLE 5 TABLE 6 

USE OF DEADLY FORCE POLICY USE OF DEADLY FORCE POLICY 
TO MAKE ARRESTS TO RECAPTURE ESCAPEE 

Permi t Use. of Do Not Perm; t Po 1 icy Does Not Perm; t Use of Do Not Perm; t Policy Does Not 
Deadl ~ Force Deadiy Force Address Issue Deadl~ Force Dead1~ Force Address Issue 

JHR Number Percent JHR ~umber Percent JHR JHR Number Percent JHR Number Percent JHR Number ·ercent Numberercent 

Self-defense 5l 96.2 .28 0 0 0 2 3.7 .26 Self-defense 52 98.1 .28 0 0 0 1.9 .24 

Defense of Defense of third party 51 96.2 .28 0 0 0 2 3.7 .26 third party 52 98.1 .28 0 0 0 1.9 .24 

Arrest Recapture misdemeanant 0 0 0 50 94.3 .28 3 5.6 .27 misdemeanant 2 3.8 .18 47 88.7 .29 4 7.5 .22 

Arrest felon Recapture felon threatening threatening 7.5 .24 c!eadly force 45 84.9 .28 5 9.4 .31 3 5.7 .27 deadly force 41 77.4 .29 8 15.1 .27 

Arrest felon Reciapture felon· who used who used .24 deadly force 43 81.1 .28 7 13.2 .30 3 5.7 .27 deadly force 38 71. 7 .28 11 20.8 .26 4 7.5 

Arrest felon Recapture felon 7.5 .24 presenting presenting risk 44 83.0 .30 5 9.4 .19 4 
risk 48 90.6 .31 2 3.8 .16 3 5.7 .27 

Arrest Recapture 
41.5 .27 27 51.0 .31 4 7.5 .24 

atrocious atrocious felon 22 

felon 22 41.5 .26 28 52.8 .30 3 5.7 .27 
,Recapture 

48 90.6 .28 1.9 .67 4 7.5 .24 
Arrest juvenile 49 92.5 .28 1.9 .67 3 5.7 .27 

juvenile 

Arrest Recapture 
17.0 .29 40 75.5 .29 4 7.5 .24 

any felon 9 any felon 4 7.5 .37 46 86.8 .29 3 5.7 .27 

.... , 
Eo 
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SECTION 8 

MODEL DEADLY FORCE POLICY GUIDELINES 

A major product of this research project is a set of "model" policy 
guidelines to control the use of deadly force by the police. These guide
lines are based on the total knowledge and understanding of the issues 
which were gained through the preparation of the project report. l 

These guidelines should not be viewed as a finished product, but 
rather as a beginning or point of departure. Each police agency should 
construct its own model, using the research and material in this publi
cation as a framework. Choices made in this report are suggested and 
proffered to encourage refinement and discussion. The final choices be
long to the policymakers of the individual law enforcement agencies. 

Police Policy v. State Law 

Members of the public are victims of violent crime including the crime 
of final resort--murder. Society chooses not to wage open warfare to control 
such violence. Rather, society places the responsibility for control on a 
few--the police. Society further chooses to provide these officers with the 
ultimate personal and public protection--a firearm. As long as We live in 
this free society, it will be necessary for police officers to be armed., 
Since society has given law enforcement officers the authority to carry 
firearms, society must also retain the right to control the use of such 
firearms. The available control options are state and local law and ad
ministrative policy. However, state legislatures have taken varied routes 
to the control of police firearms. These laws mayor may not satisfy the 
public's desires for the control of firearms. 

A police administrator is commissioned to establish departmental goals that 
will reflect the needs of the community. In establishing such goals, it is 
indeed proper to set a level of operational standard that reaches for the 
highest plateau that the community will accept. This is unlike the legis
lative law which seeks merely to satisfy the majority. There is no debate 
concerning the desire by all to protect human life; this includes the life 
of a suspected felon. 

Recommended Guideline 

Every police chief should promulgate a 
PoZice Use of Deadly Force policy that 
provides clear guidelines for (l) when 
to shoot

3 
(2) the investigative pro

cedure following a shooting3 (3) a 
Board of Review3 (4) firearm equipment 
requirements, and (5) firearms training. 

IThe reader is urged to refer to the final report: Kenneth J. Matulia, 
A Balance of Forces (Gaithersburg, Md.: International Association of Chiefs 

of Police, 1982). 

Preceding page blank 
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Definition of Deadly Force 

Deadly force can be inflicted in many ways. The police have been 
recorded as using revolvers, shotguns, rifles, batons, flashlights, fists, 
and feet. Regardless of the factual validity of the charges, the potential 
to apply deadly force in these manners is present. Every police adminis
trator should design policy that addresses all of these forms of deadly 
force. 

Recommended Guideline 

"Deadly Force" as used in this po Hcy is 
defined as that force 'Which is intended 
to cause death or grave injury or 'Which 
creates some specified degree of risk 
that a reasonable and prudent person 
'Would consider likely to cause death 
or grave injury. 

Legal Disclaimer 

It is fitting for a police administrator to establish departmental goals 
and promulgate policy in order to restrict his officers to standards beyond 
that of the legal standard. Standards required by the department as trans
mitted through policy should not be deemed applicable for introduction in 
any criminal or civil proceeding, lest the policy succumb to the lower legi~
lative standard. Departmental policy serves also to establish the highest :: 
level of training to guide officers in anticipation of critical situations. \\ 
When after the fact those. situations have gone astray, the officers should 
be subjected to additional or different training or negative departmental 
sanctions (also a form of training). Likewise, the depart.ment should be 
made to rethink policy and training in an effort to again anticipate new 
situations. 

Many attorneys contravene this argument and make every at.tempt to intro
duce administrative standards as legal charges against officers in criminal or 
civil actions. However wrong this affront of managerial prerogative, the 
threat remains real. Court decisions 2 have permitted department policy to be 
introduced as legal evidence.. Other courts 3 have had the wis.dom to recognize 
the danger of substituting administrative policy for legal standards. The 
legal minds have not resolved this difference to a single standard. 

2Dillenbeck v. City of Los Angeles, 72 Cal. Rptr. 321., 446 P. 2d 129 
(1969). 

Grudt v. City of Los Angeles, 2 Cal. 3d 375, 86 Cal. Rptr. 465, 468 
P.2d 825 (1970). 

3City of St. Petersburg v. Reed, 330 So.2d 256 (Dist. Ct. App. 1976). 
Chastain v. Civil Service ~d of Orlando, 327 So.2d 230 (Dist. Ct. 

App. 1976). 
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Every administrator must recognize this threat, prepare for the defense, 
and accept the responsibility to state deadly force policy in clear and 
unequivocal language. The administrator must not be constrained to drafting 
weak policy and training simply to avoid the possibility of prejudice in 
court. Where a trial judge permits the department policy to be introduced, 
the jury should at least be made aware of the injustice through the intro
duction of the following statement. This statement should preface any use 
of deadly force policy. 

Recommended Guideline 

This directive is for departmental use only 
and does not apply in any criminal or civil 
proceeding. The department policy should 
not be construed as a creation of higher 
legal standard of safety or care in an evi
dentiary sense 'With respect to third party 
claims. Vio lations of this directive 'Win 
only fOl?,m the basis for departmental ad
ministrative sanctions. Violations of law 
'Will form the basis for civil and criminal 
sanctions in a recognized judicial setting. 

Value of Human Life 

Any deadly force policy must consider the moral respo~sibil~ty for pro
tecting human life, the desire of the people to be secure ~n thelrcpe~son and 
property, and the constitutional right of trial and due pr~cess. uoc~ety must 
be reluctant to license death by police officers. But soc~ety also has ~n 
obligation to permit their police officers the privile~e of ~e~f-protectl0n. 
Secondly society must weigh the consequences of allmnng cr~m~nals the 
freedom ~o carry out their crimes in an atmosphere of relative safety. The 
olice are subservient to the public, and therefore m~st not th:m~elves be 
~laced in a position of choosing between the alternat~ves of cr~m~nal fr:edom 
versus use of deadly force. The only decision th~t is the sole preroga:~ve 
of the individual officer is that of self-protect~on. All other balanc~ng of 
justice should remain with the total community. The level of law e~forcement 
success also remains a community decision. In this regard, the pollce are 
relegated to a status of "advisors," not lawmakers. 

Recommended Guideline 

The value of human life is immeasurable in 
our society. police officers .h~v~ been 
delegated the awesome respons~b~l~ty to 
protect Zife and property and appr~hend 
criminaZ offenders. The appre~ens~on of 
criminal offenders and protect~on must ~t 
aU times be subservient to the .pr:o~ectwn 
of life. The officer's respon~~b~Z~ty for 
protecting life must include h~s own. 

, 
, \ 

, 
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Defense of Life 

The three major legal standards--common law, modified common law, and 
the model penal code--are surrounded by numerous "model" policies, resolu
tions, and guidelines. Without; exception, each of the policy models in
cludes a police self-protection clause and a defense-of-the-third-party life 
clause. Clearly, an officer must have an honest, sincere, and personal be
lief that his life or the life of another is in immediate danger. t~ere he 
has such a belief, it is unconscionable to expose his own life or another 
innoce~t person's by not permitting use of deadly force against the sus
pected criminal assailant. The minimum standard for defending the self
defense position should be the reasonableness' which is expected of a well
trained, prudent police officer. His resort to deadly force to protect 
another should be guided by the same standard as is permitted for his self
protection. The judgment of reasonableness should be by other police offi
cers with similar distilled experience, education, and training who can be 
objective and intelligent while recognizing the complete scenario. Justi
fication for the use of deadly force must be limited to the facts known to 
the officer or perceived by the officer at the time he decides to shoot. 
Facts unknown to the officer must not be consi . .:lered in later determining 
justification of the shooting. 

In assuming the responsibility for self--defense, the officer should not be 
required to unreasonably place himself in situations where deadly force is 
presumed imminent. Likewise, an officer should not be censured or disciplined 
if he chooses not to employ deadly force in situations where others may, 
after the fact, reason that the situation clearly authorized the use of such 
force. 

Fleeing Felon 

Recommended Guideline 

An offioer may use deadly foroe to proteot 
himself or others from what he reasonably 
believes to be an immediate threat of death 
or (near death) critioal bodily harm. 

. I 

The entire issue of using deadly force against a misdemeanant versus 
a felon seems to have been caught up in a dated controversy. The original 
definitions of the terms misdemeanor and felony have long been lost in time. 
Many crimes have been added to the felony category that present no immediate 
threat of danger to the police officer (e'. g.', conspiracy to defraud, em
bezz'Iement). Conversely, statistics indicate than when police officers are 
killed, more than 30 percent. of the encounters begin with a misdemeanor 
crime or lesser confrontation. 4 

There are times when the officer's life or the life of a third party 
is not in immediate danger yet the situation is so serious that deadly force 

4Arthur L. Kobler, "Figures (and Perhaps Some Facts)'on Police Killings 
. of Civilians in the United States," Journal of Social Issues, VoL 31, No. 1 
'(1975), p.188. 
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may be authorized. Such circumstances
5 

might include wh~r~r~: ~~i~~e~o an 
officer cannot escape and must shoo: to preventa~e:~si~~t the person has 
adjoining room and arming himself, 1t being app 1 tension of the pre-
such ability and intent. This guideline is mere yfan ex fficer. to an
vious terminology of immediate. It provides, room or ~~ ~xtend'to the 
ticipate slightly beyond his actu~llviSiO~, OU~h:o;~r:se "grave bodily harm" 
vagueness of a fleeing atrocious e on ~~teis more than likely to lead to 
is suggested here to mea~ bodily h:~dtthat ~his section not include the 
a fatal conclusion. It 1S recomme ifi d in~modified common law (arson, 
atrocious felonies as generally spec d e bb ) The atrocious felonies of 
burglary, rape, kidnap, extortion'ban rOid::~d'as potentially resulting in 
mayhem and aggravated assault can e con~ ra e however repulsive, normally 
a fatal conclusion. The heinous crim~ °i Pd'never with capital punishment 
does not conclude with death of the v ct m an 
for the demented perpetrator. 

Juveniles --

Recommended Guideline 

An offioer may use deadly foroe to effecttth~ 
e or revent the esoape of a 8Uspeo w se 

f~~m is ;easonablY believ~d to repres~:!t~n 
imminent threat of grave bod~ly harm or 
to the offioer or other person(s). 

Ii officer creates considerable 
The shooting of a juvenile by a po lcei 1 fter-effects on the officer 

Lik ise the psycho og ca a d th 
community concern. ew, venile is involved. Pressures place on . e 
are often more severe when a a~ about through newspaper accounts o~ t~e 1n
police agency are often broug .' '1 hould be avoided except 1n the 
cident. While the shooting of ~uven1 es ~. y directive that specifical~y 
most life-threatening of situat10ns i a i

P; ~~adlY force against a juvenile 
prohibits a police officer from ~:~ ~~d~ent by an officer and expo~es him 
presents an unreasona~le demand life:threatening situation, the pollce. 
to great personal danger •. In a k for identification before resortlng 
officer should not be requ1red to as 
to deadly force. 

Recommended Guideline 

. ha Z Z be made re lative to the . 
No distinot~on sd d target of deadly foroe. 
age of the ~nten ~ minent threat shall be 
SeZf-defens~ .and ~n;'deZine for employing 
the only pov~oy gu~ 
deadZy foroe. 

f Deadly Force," The police Yearboo!. 
5Royce A. Fincher, Jr., "police Useiotion of Chiefs of police, 1973) p.98 • 

International Assoc a 
(Gaithersburg, Md.: 
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¥1;loF'i'it en oJff:icer :;rac=s a decision to use deadly force, he must not only 
ciP'.""siLcer- tl:e iEtt:C""'?eil. 7:-ll"iO-et v.ictm. but must also be cognizant of 'the 1ike
iliiji,'OOlQ ;r-"h,""t: ~t: F~ii""i!l parties may be present in the line of fire. The 
r.ati~~ane ~ere :is ~hpt: an att~~~ to stop a dangerous person from escaping 
i'j1lFTerl-1iaite a:;!l:::Dre:::=~s:i'llZl. :is ;a:ever ;;rorth endangering innocent persons by lawful 
POl~~e 2.£t:.i~. But:~ ~e rigEL of self-defense and defense of others by the 
~;.;..ice~ cDligates ~e off.icPT to enter into certain life-threatening situa
t~. ~~s-c~~iigati~ sRnUlrl ~ot extend to a sacrifice of the officer 
~""e ef .a PO<:::S-1i:l::i:;]-1i~ ICf id]lin,g innocent persons. 

::::::::-;;;;~ . .2~ p'>:Otri.1;i-!f;;e.d from discha:Pging fire
~ ~..8'Z -::~ ~2~"S Jikely that an innocent 
~~: 'T'JI:fj !)e 1,1'J;]1Ja?ed.. 

Sb&DtiEg.a~ e~ from Eotor vehicles is a significant use of deadly force 
iSSlli:~ fum: ZQ. is::,~ lll{1lt clearly recognized in many departmental policy state
ments. ?z,oject: res~Ch did not specifically elicit information regarding 
tfue ~H!!Goer of incid=nrs 2n~ch officers used deadly force from a motor ve
Men..,. or at a P=~eii...iL&or fu a vehicle.. Statistically, there is not a great 
ilea!. off ;1lE'e1rljl::>tion av.a:i!able concerning this issue. Fyfe6 found that of
fi.Ce-TS ;;rre ~1v-d1 :fun snootjng j-ncidents when being "assaulted" by a ve
Nde :fuI:t :l.1L ¥,ercent off tnetoT""] incidents. 1mere two or more officers iirere 
assa:ri!iteii" the :f:i§l.'lre rose to 6.1 percent. A five-year analysis of lav.T en
fforcem"'''''t officers killed in the United States does not show a single death 
resu1.pmg :fr.o:m assau1t by :motor vehicle. 7 Philosophical discussions of this 
"categGry ,Off sroot"jmg raise the issues of (1) difficulty in hitting the t:ar
gets (2) ticoci;e;ts striikimg imlOcent: persons, (3) population densities, 
(4) ili'f'fkUlty in penet:r.at:ing steel radial tires, and (5) inability to put 
a stop to vebicle !lI1.GlIlE:at:am even ;when the target suspect is hit. 

RecommPJided Guideline 

Dffieeps s"houZd JU)7; disclurrge a firecn?J11 at or 
fr!J!!l a 11JD:r..:r4] '1)e7aicu except as the ultimate 
J:J8:!k;--:;a>a :of sa'l:J--ileffier.se or defense of anothro? 
-;,when "i;,oo S'1i.Speet is usi:ng deadly force by 
YTi:(;W.s di;;7z~ f;Yum. 7;fze vehicle. 

0Ja:JlF--S fjrfe!> Shn<Js iF:ired:: An Examination of Ne,,, York City Police 
iFir~ niscl:s:r;ges (.!:nn Arbor, .Mich.: University l-ficrofilms Intel.'national, 
19718). 

7F.iBI" !;a:w :mi'07!'cam&J.t O£fke...T'.S Kill:ed 1979 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. 
~a:rt:ment or .Justics,.. !9BD) ~ 
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Shots to Destroy Animals -
With the possible exception of humane societies, there ~s not mu~hahue 

d cry for reducing the number of shots fired to destroy an~ma1s. A 
:~tter of fact, we know of no incident in which an intended shot at an 
animal has resulted in the death of a human. 

f 11 h ti ~n New York City were Fyfe8 found that 9.3 percent 0 a s 00 ngs ~ 
directed at animals. This factor alone is sufficient to warrant s~me con
trols on the shooting of animals. Any time an officer is permitte rt: ainst 
draw his weapon (shooting animals, firearms training, i~s~e~t;~~~ ~r k~11ing 
a suspect), the potential for discharging the weapon an nJu 
a human being exists. 

Warning Shots 

Recommended Guideline 

The ki~~ing of an anima~ is justified.{l) for 
seZf-defense~ (2) to prevent substant~al harm 
to the officer or another~ or (3) whe~ the 
animal is so badly injured that hwnan~ty re
quires its relief from further suffer~ng. 

A seriousZy wounded or injured animal may be 
destroyed only after alZ attempts have been 
made to request assistance from the agenc~ 
(humane society~ animal control~ game w~ ~n~ 
etc.) responsible for ~he dis~osal of an~mals. 
The destruction of vic~ous an~mals should be 

ided by the same ruZes set forth for self
~fense and the defense and safety of others. 

d shots to summon assistance has been 
The analysiS of warning shots an "wed Likewise this project 

. h rch efforts rev~e • " " 
neglected in ma.ny of t e resea " 1" k warning shots to just~f~ab1e 

.J, ffi" t informat~on to ~n " did not obtain su c~en t (67.9 percent) surveyed d~d not 
homicide rates. Most ~f the depar;~:nr:tiona1e for such policies inc~ude 
permit the use of warn~ng shot:~e a liability because of: the potent~a1 
the belief that warning shots f" ppropriate response from other 

the threat 0 ~na d risk to innocent persons, " tended shot at the officer, an 
officers who mistake the warning as"a~ ~nwarning that-;trikes an unintended 
the legal consequences associated w~t 
target. 

Recorrnnended Guideline 

A police officer is not ju~tified in using 
his firearm to fire a warn~ng shot • 

8Fyfe~ Shots Fired: i f New York City Police Firearms An Examinat on 0 

Discharges, p.374. 
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On-duty Handgun and Ammunition 

The debate concerning the effectiveness of various caliber and style 
of police weapons is longstanding. Officers have grappled with this issue 
among themselves and with special interest groups. The issue of caliber 
lead weight, and ammunition point style has been the center of considerable 
:esearch. The traditional weapon and ammunition is the .38. Many agencies 
1n recent years have adopted a larger .41, .44, or .45, and others have 
opted for the .357 and 9mm. Interestingly, Geller9 found that a dispro
portionate number of accidental shootings by police officers involved semi
automatic weapons. 

Recommended Guideline 

All on-duty officeps shall be anmed with a 
depaPtment apppoved fipeaPm. 

Back-up or Secondary On-duty Weapon 

Police officers in the United States are all conspicuously armed with a 
revolver or semi-automatic handgun. This fact is recognized and, for the 
most pa:t, approved of by most of our citizenry. A second fact, not commonly 
known, 1S that many police officers also carry a concealed secondary weapon. 
Ther~ ar~ sev~ral stated,reasons for the practice. Officers are concerned 
about be1ng d1sarmed dur1ng a confrontation; officers are less likely to be 
caugh: off guard when a confrontation is not anticipated; officers can less 
consp1cuously be prepared to protect themselves during "routine" citizen 
stops. Regardless of the rationale, the practice is considered acceptable 
by knowledgeable police officials but treated by many police administrators 
as something that is understood but not formally admitted. A major criti
cism of the back-up weapon is that it may be intended as a "throwaway" in 
,-he event 1:hat an officer shoots an unarmed suspect. In order to protect 
the,officers from such allegations, the study recommends a strict policy of 
reg1stering all back-up and off-duty weapons carried by officers. The issue 
of secondary weapons must be addressed in every detail in policy. 

ings 
June 

Recommended Guideline 

A seco~dary (back-up) on-duty handgun is 
authop~zed but only upon meeting specific 
depaptment app~oval. 

9William A. Geller and Kevin J. Karales, Split Second Decisions: Shoot
of and by Chicago Police (Chicago: Chicago Law Enforcement Study Group, 
1981), p.199. 
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Off-duty Weapons 

Police departm~nts vary in their requirements that officers carry fire
arms while off duty and whether other weapons such as mace and batons are 
carried. For example, a recent surveylO of 50 large departments showed that 
24 required their officers to be armed off duty while the remainder either 
gave the officers the option or prohibited the practice. 

Previous research findings by Fyfe ll and Milton12 indicated that a sig
nificant number of homicides by police were occurring when the shooting of
ficers were off duty. Fyfe found that 21.5 percent of all police shootings 
in New York City involved off-duty officers and that off-duty shootings 
violated law or departmental shooting guidelines significantly more often 
than on-duty shootings. In a study of 320 shooting incidents in seven cities, 
Milton found that 17 percent involved off-duty personnel. 

There appears to be research agreement that off-duty officers account 
for a significant number of total justifiable homicides by police. With 
this known, it now becomes necessary for legislators, police executives, 
and citizens to determine the cost/benefit relationshi.p bet~.;reen off-duty 
shootings and off-duty officer safety, crime prevention, and criminal appre
hension. The factor of crime prevention has not been sufficiently measured 
statistically. One major study13 has reported some inferences about crime 
prevention by uniformed police officers, but a scientific measurement has 
not been made. Therefore, a measurable comparison of off-duty shootings to 
crime must of necessity be relegated to a statistical comparison of off
duty arrests and crime clearances by death of the perpetrator. 

A second measurable cost/benefit relationship may be comparison of on
duty police officer deaths to off-duty police officer deaths. In 1979, 106 
law enforcement officers were reported killed in the line of duty.14 Of 
this total, 11 (10.4 percent) were reported to be off duty. 

Other factors that must be measured when considering the cost or benefit 
of arming off-duty police officers are the community fear an~ the jeopardy of 
police officers who routinely deal with dangerous persons wh1le on duty. Can 
we measure the potential for criminals to strike back at police officers who 
while off duty are known to be unarmed? This becomes especially critical when 
considering either the black or Hispanic police officer, since Fyfe

15 
found 

lOJohn F. Heaphy, (ed.), police Practices: The General Administrative 
Surve

t 
(Washington, D.C.: Police Foundation, 1978). , 

IFyfe, Shots Fired: An Examination of New York City Po11ce Firearms 

Discharges. Ab h 
12Catherine Milton, Jeanne Wahl Halleck, Jame~ Lardner, ~ary L. rec t, 

Police Use of Deadly Force (Washington, D.C.: Po11ce Foundat10n, 1977). 
13George L. Kelling, Tony Pate, Duane Die:kman and Charles E. Brown, The 

Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment (Wash1ngton, D.C.: Police Foundation, 

1974). 14FBI, Crime in the United States 1979 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Depart-

ment of Justice, 1980). 
15 An Exam-lnation of New York City Police Firearms 

Fyfe, Shots Fired: ~ -
Discharges, p.170. 
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that they were far more likely to have fired their guns off duty.than were 
whites. This variation was associated with the disproportionate presence of 
off-duty minority officers in the cities' most hazardous areas. The in
dividual officer must also weight his likelihood of using his weapon in a 
personal confrontation, especially so with female spouses or acquaintances. 
As Fyfe16 noted, the most severe consequence of firearm discharge incidents 
involving lone females are generated between off-duty officers and female 
acquaintances. 

Recommended Guideline 

Officers are encouraged3 but not mandated3 to 
carry a handgun when off duty. An officer who 
elects not to carry a handgun while off duty 
shall not be subjected to disciplinary action 
if an occasion should arise in which he could 
have taken police aotion if he were armed. 
(Exception) Off-duty officers while operating 
a department vehicle shaU be armed with an 
approved weapon. 

Registrqtion of Police Officers' Heapons 

As evidenced in the preceding pages, specific orders to control fire
arms are often absent in written policy. The findings concerning on-duty, 
off-duty, and back-up weapons, ammunition, and operational strat'egies clearly 
indicate that policymakers must expend considerable attention to these issues. 
The policy decisions concerning firearms must not be relegated to the complete 
discretion of the individual police officers. This policy must '·be addressed 
squarely and completely from the highest level of police management. 

Recommended Guideline 

A department-approved handgun (on-duty~ off
duty 3 secondary) intended for official use by 
any polioe officer must meet the following 
requirements: 

• The firearm must be .38 caliber. 

• The firearm must be loaded only with 
.38 caZiber ammunition (grain weight 
and jacket shouZd be specified). 

16Fyfe, Shots Fired: An Examination of New York City Police Firearms 
Discharges, p.158 

--~-----------------
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• The firearm must be inspected~ fired~ 
ana certified safe by the department 
armorer. 

• The firearm must be registered with the 
department by make~ model~ serial number~ 
and ballistic sample. 

• The officer must demonstrate his safe and 
proficient use of the weapon, /ju.nng , 
regular fireann qualification sessions. 

• The officer must meet "certification" 
requirements with each approved weapon. 

'Firearms Training 

The training of officers in firearms proficiency, safety, and leg&l
ities is undoubtedly the most critical of the several training areas. A 
police department may be financially liable if one of its officers uses 
deadly force. This gives the department a legitimate interest in setting 
standards of firearms use. A single recent court case 17 more vividly il
.lustrates this issue. The court cited the following facto~s as evidence of 
grossly inadequate firearms training: 

• 

• 

The officer's firearms training took place 10 years 
prior to the shooting incident. 

In-service firearms training took place only twice 
a year. 

• The firearms training did not include shooting at 
moving targets. 

• The training did not include night shooting. 

• The training did not account for shooting in 
populated residential areas • 

The police administrator is inundated today with numerous c;Laims of "best" 
firearms training programs. These claims include practical pistol ~ourse, 
tactical course exertion course, stress course, and numerous shoot~ng 
simulator cours;s to name only a few. Project research indicated a sig
nificant relation~hip between high justifiable homicide rate (JHR) and the. 
exertion and stress courses. This finding, however, is only one of a mult~
tude of suggested relationships, but one which should be considered when 
designing a firearms training program. 

17pOpOW v. City of Margate, 484 F. Supp. 1195 (D.C.N.J. 1979). 
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A more positive relationship has been linked to the off-range classroom 
firearms training. It is somewhat apparent that non-shooting firearms train
ing has been neglected in many agencies. This neglect is more profound con
cerning in-service officers than pre-service officers, although both require 
considerable attention. Training administrators should increase the hours of 
legal, moral, and policy aspects in their non~shooting firearms training 
sessions. 

Recommended Guideline 

AU office:ros shall be "ce:rotified" with their 
p:roimary and secondary on-duty weapons and their 
off-duty weapon. "Ce:rotification" shan include 
t:roaining regarding the l.egal, moral., and ethical 
aspects of firearms use; safety in handling fire
ams; and proficiency in the use of fireams. 

Firearms "certification" shall be requil'ed at 
least quarterly. And, in the event of any 
accidental discharge, the officer involved 

"mUst undergo an immediate re-certification 
. training prior to returning to fU U duty. 

Officers who fail to meet certification Jr'e

quirements will be granted a 10-day grace 
"period. rlithin the 10-day period, the officer 
'f'must on his own time report to the traini:ng 

academy for remedial training and certifi-
cation. Officers who fail to achieve certi

,fication after attending remedial firearms 
training will ~~ placed on suspension., After 
one week on suspension, if the officer ha~~ 
stiU failed to achieve certification, he 
shall be suspended for faiUngto maintain 
standards or, in the case of physical or 
mental disabilities, the officer shall be
come eligible for disability retirement. 

I:: 
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Legal Issues 

An officer involved in the use of deadly force can be subjected to 
several areas of criminal and civil jeopardy in addition to being vulnerable 
to potential departmental discipline. Individually the officer involved 
in ~ sh~oting can be held culpable for violation of'state criminal statutes. 
Civ1l.l1ability can also be imposed 'for the use of deadly force under state 
sanct10ned civil causes of action. In addition, an officer faces in
dividual civil and criminal jeopardy under federal law for violation of 
the federal Civil Rights ct (18 U.S.C. 241 and 242 ~riminally and 42 USC 
1983 civilly). Recent United States Supreme Court decisions now also ~l~c~ 
a state, county, or municipal entity/agency vulnerable to monetary damages 
under 42 U.S.C. 1983. ' 

These potential legal actions and litigation place a great strain on 
both the officer and the law enforcement agency. While the department 
should not condone malicious and intentional brutality or an unlawful use 
of deadly force by its officers, an officer must be afforded the same legal 
assistance and guidance as any other private citizen. In providing an 
officer ~mmediate legal assistance through the use of an attorney, the 
officer 1S afforded an opportunity to justify his or her actions as well 
as to prepare immediately to justify such actions in future criminal or 
civil litigation. In view of the recent decisions abrogating the sovereign 
immunity defense for a department, this early presence and legal assistance 
also provides immediate assistance in preparing to defend any legal action 
against the department in federal court. 

It must never be forgotten that litigation arising out of police use 
of deadly force occurs many years after the incident has occurred. This 
necessitates the preparation to defend such action and use of force by the 
officer immediately after the incident. The presence of legal counsel can 
be invaluable in gathering information to put a case in prime defense posture 
by on-scene assistance to sworn personnel, particularly in terms of preserving 
the shooting scene and protection of physical evidence that can be vital in 
exonerating the officer's action in court at a later date. Scrutiny of the 
facts and circumstances surrounding the shooting from an attorney's view
point can assist in determining the relative strengths and weaknesses of 
a case in terms of legal sufficiency. 

A police officer employing deadly force in good faith and within legal 
guidelines is acting in the performance of his or her sworn duties on behalf 
of the population of the community served by his or her department. A pri
mary function of law enforcement services is to protect the citizenry, deter 
criminal misconduct, and prevent the commission of criminal acts. In order 
to perform these duties, an officer is screened, selected, trained, employed, 
and equipped to meet the demands of the law enforcement profession. Eventually~ 
he or she is assigned to patrol or street duties with departmental approval. It 
is a presumption that mental and psychological soundness was scrutinized and 
found to be of the soundness warranting the issuance of a firearm to that 
officer tO,assist in the performance of statutory duties as well as to protect 
the life B.nd safety of the officer. ' 

, 
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Having given the officer the necessary equipment to perform assigned 
duties it must be presumed until proven otherwise by sufficient evidence 
that the firearm was used only for the furtherance of official duties and 
responsibility to the general public. This weapon is being used only be-
cause it was placed in that officer's hand by the citizenry for appropriate 
use in the performance of public service to the community. Accordingly, it 
is incumbent on this same citizenry to support an officer involved in the 
use of deadly force so long as it can be established that the use of such 
force was reasonable in the line of duty, and in good faith. This depart
mental support should be established at the earliest stages of post-shooting 
investigations and, when appropriate use of deadly force is establ~shed, 
remain firm despite outside press, media, federal government, or c~vil 
litigation pressures. 

This obligation for supportive response by the general citizenry is 
one required by equitable, legal, as well as moral considerations. In 
addition, early demonstration of departmental support for officer-involved 
shootings may help relieve labor problems within a department and assist 
in establishing what is unfortunately too common a credibility gap be~ 
tween administration and line personnel. Officer morale will also be en
hanced by such departmental support. 

Every private citizen has a right to an attorney to assist in the de
fense of criminal and civil matters in which he is a potential defendant. 
A police officer performing sworn duties must be afforded no less than 
these same guaranteed rights before, during, and in conjunction with an 
officer-involved shooting investigation. The constitutional guarantee that 
a person is innocent until proven guilty by a court of law must of necessity 
be extended to a police officer, particularly in view of the additional 
pressures and burdens that officer use of deadly force invokes. For ex
ample, lay juries often place a very unfair burden on an officer to prove 
innocence rather than the converse and assume that the officer would not 
have been broughtto trial were he or she not in fact guilty as charged. 
In order to assure this guarantee, the police agency should provide legal 
services to its officers. This assistance of legal couhsel is also vital 
in protecting that officer from a civil judgment for monetary damages arising 
ou~ of a shooting incident. 

Recommended Guideline 

A depaptment-fUPnished attoPney should be im
mediately notified of any officep-involved 
shooting incident. The attoPney shaU im
mediately ppoceed to the scene of the shoot
ing to meet with and establish a lawyep
client pelationship with that officep~ and 
pefpain fpom acting on behalf of the depapt
ment at this initial stage of investigation 
until officep and depQPtmental intepests QPe 
deemed to be consistent with each othep. The 
attoPney should assist the officep in dr>afting 
a for,mal statement as to the undeplying facts 
and the peasonableness as pepceived by the 

".""o! ! 
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officep justifying his OP hep use of deadly 
fopce. The statement shaU be dr>afted to 
insupe (if that be apppoppiateJ that leaal 
sUfficiency fop such use of fopce is in~ 
cluded in the offiaep's statement. The 
officep will also be advised of his legal 
and depQPtmental pights pegapding state-
ments. The attopney will continue to assist 
the officep duping the post-shooting in
vestigations as well as cpiminal~ civil~ and 
fedepal ~ivil pights actions~ including the 
initial intepview conducted by fedepal 
agents in a cpiminaZ civil pights action. 
Should this initial lawyep-client interview 
indicate that the officep has not acted law
fully~ in good faith~ OP within the scope of 
his OP hep duties~ the attopney assigned by 
the depQPtment wit l advise the officep that 
all futupe legal peppesentation on his be
half will have to be financed pepsonally by 
the officep. Howevep~ aU communications be
tween the officep and depaptment-fUPnished 
legal counsel ape ppivileged and will pemain 
confidential and undisclosed. Should this be 
the aase~ and in view of the sevepe cpiminal 
consequences involved~ depQPtment-assigned 
counsel should advise the officep to pefpain 
fpom making any fupthep statements on the 
mattep save those fop stpictly depQPtmental~ 
intePnal pupposes. Whenevep depaptmental 
lega l counse l is pequiped to wi thdr>aw fpom 
ppoviding legal assistance to the depaptment 
because of this ppiop involvement and pelation
ship with the officep~ a pequest to the state~ 
county~ op Zocal legal entity ppoviding such 
sepvices to the depaptment by statute should 
be made to seek the assignment of anothep 
publicly employed attopney to assist in what
evep depaptmental op cpiminal action is de~ned 
apppoppiate. This can be done on a case-by
case basis to insupe ppoppiety at all time and 
avoid any unnecessapy conflict of intepest fop 
legal counsel~ as well as ppovide necessapy 
legal sepvice to the depaptmental command 
pepsonnel. 18 

18Assistance in preparing this section on legal services as well as in 
drafting this recommended policy guideline was provided by Joseph E. Scuro, Jr., 
Assistant Attorney General, Legal Counsel, Ohio State Highway Patrol, Columbus, 
Ohio. 
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Psychological Services Provided Officers 

An officer who has just been involved in a shooting incident undergoes 
substantial soul-searching. He will examine his own personal conduct as set 
by an external code or standard, i.e., the community, the police fraternity, 
family, friends, neighbors, and religion. Likewise, he will examine his own 
private code of justice and fairness in light of the situation, past ex
perience, and value placed on human life. The examination of moral and ethi
cal conscience may be a healthy experience if properly controlled. There are, 
on the other hand, many examples of officers mentally crumbling under the 
strain of mental soul-searching as an aftermath of a shooting. Psychologists19 

who work with police officers indicate that almost all officers who become in
volved in fatal use of force incidents have similar reactions. Many officers 
h.ave been awarded "stress disability" retirements based on a finding of being 
emotionally unfit for continued police work following the trauma of a shooting 
incident. 20 

Some departments allow for religious or psychological counseling to 
officers following a shooting incident. hbere these services are provided, 
the results appear positive; the problem being that such services are general
ly optional to the officer. In the case of providing chaplain services, the 
option may be more valid due to individual religious beliefs. But, regarding 
professional psychological help, the option may not be in the best interests 
of the officer. Many officers.with a macho attitude or by virtue of peer 
pressure will opt not to take advantage of the service. Such a decision is 
detrimental to the officer. 

The family of the involved officer is faced with similar moral and 
ethical strains following a shooting encounter. More times than not, the 
family is completely forgotten, not only by the department but also by the 
officer himself. This isolation is psychologically unhealthy to all con
cerned. It is imperative that mental isolation be overcome. The psychologist 
and clergy can assist by providing professional services to both the officer 
and his family. These professional services should extend to placing the 
officer and,his family in contact with other families who have undergone 
similar situations. 

Recommended Guideline 

In all cases whepe any pepson has been inju~ed 
OP killed as a pesult of fipeanm dischaPge by 
a poUce officep" the involved officep will be 
pequiped to undepgo a debpiefing with the de
paPtment psychologist as soon as possible" but 
within 24 houps of the incident. The puppose 
of this debpiefing will be to allow the offiaep 

19John Stratton, Ph.D., A presentation in a use of deadly force training 
program (December 1981). 

2.°The Washington Post, April 1980. 
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to exppess his feelings and to deal with the 
mopal~ ethical" and/op psychological aftep
effects of the incident. The debpiefing shall 
not be pelated to any depQPtment investigation 
of the incident and nothing discussed in the de
bpiefing will be pepopted to the depaptment. 
The de~p~efing session will pemain ppotected by 
the pp~v~leg(i physician-patient pelationship. 

In all cases whepe any pepson has been injuped 
op killed as a pesult of a fipearm dischQPge by 
a police officep" the involved officep and his 
family will have available to them the sepvices 
of the depQPtment chaplain. The puppose of this 
o~fep is to ppovide the officep and/op his famiZy 
w~th a sOUPce of ppofessional consultation to aid 
them in dealing with the potential mopal and ethi
cal aftep-effects of a shooting incident. The 
chaplain sepvices shall not be pelated to any 
depaptment investigation of the incident and 
nothing discussed will be divulged to the depapt
mente The consultation sessions will pemainppo
tected by the ppivileged pelationship. 
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Administrative Leave 

When an officer is involved in a shooting incident, he generally needs 
time to collect himself. He should meet with a psychologist and an attorney, 
and many may feel a need to confer with a member of the clergy. The department 
and the officer are usually subjected to community and media pressures. These 
pressures and the need to have time to confer and ref1ec~ on th~ incident mean 
that the department is under some obligation to temporar11y re11eve the offi
cer from the rigors of police duties. Unfortunately, many de~artments have 
failed to recognize this very serious need. Some have recogn1zed the need but 
have stigmatized the officer by p1ac.ing him on "suspen~ion." The term.sus
pension in the police tradition has usually been assoc1ated with negat1ve 
discipline. Therefore, when an officer is "suspended pending an investigation," 
the media, the public, and officers regard this as a disciplinary react~on.t~ 
the shooting incident. In the event the officer is exonerated of all 11ab111ty 
and returned to full duty, the original "suspension," however, remains in
grained in the public eye, and like a newspaper retraction, no one will read 
or understand any rationale explaining the final disposition. To overcome 
this stigma, 'and yet provide the officer witha few days of paid time off, it 

" d i' t' 1 " is strong~y recommended that the department use a m n1stra 1ve eave. 
Secondly, when the officer is psychologically prepared to return to work, 

. f "1 h" "d' itt' " the agency may consider a more lengthy per10d 0 ig t or a m1n s ra 1ve 
duty where the officer is provided with an opportunity to continue doing real 
police work but off the street for a short while. 

Recommended Guideline 

Any of1icer directly involved in a deadly 
force incident shall be placed on "ad
ministrative leave" directly upon comple
tion of his preliminary report of the in
cident. This leave shall be without loss 
of pay or benefits~ pending the results of 
the investigation. The assignment to ad
ministrative leave shall not be interpreted 
to imply or indicate that the officer has 
acted improperly. 

While on administrative leave~ the officer 
shall remain available at all times for of
ficial departmental interviews and statements 
regarding the shooting incident~ and shall be 
subject to recall to duty at any time. The 
officer shall not discuss the incident with 
anyone except the state's attorney~ depart
mental personnel assigned to the investigation~ 
the officer'S private attorney~ the officer's 
psychologist~ the officer's chosen clergy~ and 
the officer's immediate family. 

Upon returning to duty~ the officer may be 
assigned to "administrative duty" for a period 
of time as deemed appropriate by the officer~ 
his psychologist~ and the chief of police. 
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The Post-Shooting Investigative Process 

The integrity of the police is never so critiqued as during and follow
ing the investigation of an officer-involved shooting. Commissions have 
been formed as oversight committees in an effort to determine a best way to 
investigate such incidents. Prosecutors have been acc4sed of investigative 
negligence stemming from their everyday close relationship to the police and, 
therefore, their inability to be unbiased. Federal and local community re
lations groups have accused the police of coverups. Civilian review boards 
have been suggested as the panacea investigative process. Such boards have 
developed and later faltered under the weight of their own inability to pro
fessionally investigate complicated, stress-1adened, shooting scenarios. The 
end result seems to be a quality criminal investigation by the best available 
source--the most sophisticated homicide investigation unit with jurisdictional 
authority. The second part of the process lies outside the control of the 
police, that is, the judicial process. It is here that a more complete 
analysis of the process is required. 

The investigative versus the prosecutoria1 process was vividly high
lighted in the McDuffie case. In this case, the same criminal justice system 
(prosecutors, judges, courts-juries) that the police maintain frustrates their 
efforts to control crime is the system that worked tO,the advantage of 
police officer/defendants. In brief, four police officers were (1) dismissed 
from the department, (2) criminally charged with homicide as a direct result 
of a departmental investigation, (3) indicted by a Grand Jury, and (4) found 
not guilty by a trial jury. 

The point here is that the post-shooting investigative process by the 
police department concerning its own members was handled in a competent pro
fessional manner, yet the ultimate outcome was frustrating to both the police 
and the community. Unfortunately, in this report we shall deal only with 
making the police process more effective and only hope that other criminal 
justice components will do likewise. 

It is difficult, if not impossible, to determine or even suggest a 
relationship between the post-shooting investigative process and the justi
fiable homicide rate. Based on experience alone, the author feels that high 
rates may be the cause of administrative controls rather than administrative 
controls resulting in lower rates. Suggested guidelines are therefore based 
on our practical experience and the total experience gained from this project. 

Recommended Guideline 

The following procedures will be used to 
investigate every incident of firearms 
discharge by a department member except 
for target practice~ hunting~ ballistic 
examinations~ and incidents involving 
the destroying of an animal. 

, 
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INVOLVED OFFICER 

Whenever a member disahaPges his firearm 
either aaaidentaZZy or offiaiaZZy~ he 
shaZZ immediateZy 

• DetePmine the physiaaZ aondition 
of any injured person and render 
first aid when appropriate 

• Request neaessary emergenay 
mediaaZ aid 

• Notify the teZeaommuniaations 
operator of the inaident and 
Zoaation 

The offiaer wiZZ remain at the saene (unZess 
himseZf injured) untiZ the arrivaZ of the 
appropriate investigators. However~ if the 
airawnstanaes are suah that the aontinued 
presenae of the offiaer at the saene might 
aause a more hazardous situation to deveZop 
(vioZent arowd)~ the ranking aommanding of
fiaer at the saene shaZZ have the disaretion 
to instruat the offiaer to respond to another~ 
more appropriate Zoaation. 

The offiaer wi U proteat his weapon for exam
ination and submit said weapon to the ap
propriate investigator. 

The offiaer shaZZ prepare a detaiZed report 
of the inaident. 

The offiaer shouZd not disauss the aase with 
anyo~e e~aept (1) supervisory and assigned in
vest-z.gatwe personneZ~ (2) the assigned Distriat 
Attorney~ (3) the offiaer's attorney~ psyahoZogist 
a Zergy or immediate fami Zy. ~ 

The offiaer shaZZ be avaiZabZe at aZZ times for 
offiaiaZ interviews and statements regarding the 
aase c:nd shaU be subjeat to reaaU to duty at 
any t"Wle. 

----------------------------------
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

The notified teZeaommuniaations person shaZZ 

• Dispatah requested mediaaZ aid 

• Notify the on-duty uniformed patroZ 
aommander 

• Notify the offiaer's designated 
attorney21 in the aase. of injury 

• Notify the ahief of poZiae in the 
aase of injury 

• Notify the Distriat Attorney in the 
aase of injury 

• Notify the designated firearms inaident 
investigative unit(s) 

UNIFORMED PATROL COMMANDER 

The unifonmed patroZ aommander shaZZ: 

• ~oaeed immediateZy to the saene 

• Seaure the saene 

• Conduat a preZiminary fieZd investigation 

• Render aommand assistanae to the assigned 
investigator(s) 

• Assist the invoZved offiaer(s) 

• Submit a detaiZed written report of the 
resuZts of the investigation to (1) the 
ahief of poZiae~ (2) the assigned in
vestigator(s)~ and (3) the board of fire
anm review 

In the aase of a homiaide~ the offiaer shaZZ 
be pZaaed on administrative Zeave~ without Zoss 
of pay or benefits~ pending the resuZts of the 
investigation. 

21See other sections of this report which discuss the advisability of 
providing legal, psychological, and religious services for the officer and 
his family. 
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CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION UNIT 

The assigned crimina~ investigation unit wi~~ 
conduct a thorough investigation of every 
shooting incident which resu~ts in injury 
or death. A detai~ed report wi~~ be submitted 
to (1) the chief of police, (2) the District 
Attorney, and (3) ~he board of fireanrns 
review. 

INTERNAL AFFAIRS UNIT 

The interna~ affairs unit wi~~ conduct an 
investigation (subordinate to any crimina~ 
investigation) to detenmine: 

• Whether the shooting was 
- . within po~icy -
- out of po~icy 
- accidenta~ 

• Eva~uate training considerations 
- drawing and exhibiting fireanrns 
- firing of weapon 

tactics prior to drawing and 
discharging 
tactics during and fo~~owing 
discharge 

• The qua~ity of supervision prior to, 
during, and after the shooting 
incident 

The interna~ affairs unit wi~~ prepare a detai~ed 
report of findings for (1) the chief of po~ice 
and (2) the Use of Dead~y Force Review Board. 

--~--- -----
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. USE OF DEADLY FORCE REVIEW BOARD 

The Use of Dead~y Force Review Board sha~~ 
convene ~~d review circumstances attendant 
to each discharge of a fireanrn by a 
departmen t member. 

The board sha~~ consist of: 

• An assistant chief (board chainman) 

• The commanding officer of the 
patro~ unit 

• The commanding officer of the training 
unit 

• The command officer of the officer who 
discharged his weapon 

• Two members of the same ranks as the 
member who discharged his weapon 

• One at-~arge community representative 
se~ected by (~oca~ 
option) with the consent of the chief 
of poUce22 

The Use of Dead~y Force Review Board wi~~ eva~uate, 
in exp~icit and fact-finding fashion, each aspect 
of an officer-invo~ved shooting. Such eva~uation 
wi~~ inc~ude: 

• A thorough review of the crimina~ 
investigation report 

• A thorough review of the interna~ 
affairs report 

• Hearing of direct testimony, 'if 
necessary, from officers and 
witnesses 

22The composition and size of the board may vary depending on the size 
of the agency. 
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The Use of Deadly Force Review Board will 
develop findings and make recommendations 
to the chief of police in the following 
areas: 

• Whether the shooting was within policy~ 
out of policY3 or accidental 

• Tactical considerations 

• Training considerations 

• Quality of supervision 

• Discipline considerations 

• The post-shooting investigative 
processes and quality. 
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